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Recent Advances In Electron Cryomicroscopy
Cryogenic electron microscopy (cryo-EM) is an electron microscopy (EM) technique applied on
samples cooled to cryogenic temperatures and embedded in an environment of vitreous water. An
aqueous sample solution is applied to a grid-mesh and plunge-frozen in liquid ethane. While
development of the technique began in the 1970s, recent advances in detector technology and
software algorithms have ...
Cryogenic electron microscopy - Wikipedia
Newly discovered infectious prion structure shines light on mad cow disease Prion research used
breakthrough electron cryomicroscopy technology
Newly discovered infectious prion structure shines light ...
Since early 2013, progress in cryo-EM single-particle analysis has been so fast that is has been
termed a revolution . Figure 1 illustrates this progress: the black points represent structures
deposited in the Electron Microscopy Data Bank (EMDB) between 2000 and 2012; the red points
represent outcomes of the ongoing revolution. There are two important contributors to this rapid
progress ().
How cryo-EM is revolutionizing structural biology ...
The lab is focused on studying the physical phenomena that currently limit electron imaging in
biology. Using the insights gained from studying these limits, we develop new devices, instruments
and methods to improve the imaging power of the electron cryomicroscope.
Christopher J Russo
The range of the 300 kV electron in silicon is close to 300 μm.Due to the 300 μm thickness of the
Falcon 1 sensor many of the incident electron trajectories return upwards (backscatter from within
the silicon).When reentering the active layer, that electron creates a spurious signal at a slightly
different location of its original impact location.
FEI’s direct electron detector developments: Embarking on ...
There are a number of options and technologies available for digital imaging in transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) applications today. Traditionally, high energy electrons could not be
directly exposed to a sensor without excessively damaging the detector.
Imaging | Gatan, Inc.
Cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) of non-crystalline single particles is a biophysical technique
that can be used to determine the structure of biological macromolecules and assemblies.
Cryo-EM in drug discovery: achievements, limitations and ...
This symposium will showcase the state of the art in chemical biology, bringing together the wider
community with leading national and international experts in the field. The programme will explore
all aspects of chemical biology and highlight the wider scope and impact of the field. Additional
aims ...
Chemical biology symposium 2019 - rsc.org
Characterizing the solid–liquid interface is a key challenge in understanding the nano–bio interface.
Although we often assume steady-state behaviour when assessing the bulk properties of ...
Understanding biophysicochemical interactions at the nano ...
Figure 1 . Integrin “Inside-out” signaling promotes integrin activation and heightens ligand affinity.
External activating stimuli such as integrin or selectin ligation or cytokine binding to G-protein
coupled receptors triggers intracellular signaling cascades that converge on integrin β-subunit tails.
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